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From The President

Volume 22, No. 1, March 2003

M. Elisabeth Pate-Cornell

     It does not seem that it was long ago
that a good part of our field was focused
on supporting start-up, e-business
ventures.  The tools of decision analysis
were then used for instance, to help on-
line customers choose the right laptop or
cellular phone calling plan, and risk in that
context often meant: how successful will
a company’s IPO be in a few months?
Unfortunately many start-ups have not
survived, and the emphasis of the
challenges requiring good decision
support has somehow shifted.
     As I write this message, our
government has increased the terror alert
status to “high,” and our nation is dealing
with the loss of the space shuttle
Columbia.  The domains of application
may have changed, but our ability to

contribute and improve decision making
have not.  During the last year, I have
been involved (with my assistant Seth
Guikema) in research on the assessment
of risks associated with terrorism.  Our
primary conclusion is that it is essential
to look forward and set priorities based
on ever changing intelligence signals
instead of focusing to a large extent on
protection against the last attack.  It can
be done, and the challenge now is to
explain how it should be done to those
who make these decisions.
     Also, a study that I performed at
Stanford from 1987 to 1990 with my then-
assistant Paul Fischbeck (now at CMU)
on the risks associated with potential
failures of the tiles of the space shuttle
has received new attention following the
Columbia accident.  For this study, the
DAS awarded us the 1994 Publication
Award.  We do not know yet what
happened exactly; but a gap in the shuttle
heat shield cannot have helped at re-entry.
In addition to a technical analysis of
accident sequences, we looked at the
effect of human and management errors
in the maintenance process.  I simply hope
that the famous “missing link” that NASA
officials keep referring to was not the
bond behind a failed tile. Obviously, this
is the kind of jackpot that one would prefer
not to hit.  But if this study –no matter
what will be the conclusion of the
investigation board- helps convince some
that probabilistic methods of risk and
decision analysis are irreplaceable,
especially when one has limited
information, all will not have been lost.
     Some of the classic challenges such
as the use of expert opinions when few
statistical data are available, remain

Call for Nominations
Gregory Parnell

     The Decision Analysis Council provides
leadership for our society. The positions on
the council are the President, the Past-
President, the President-Elect, the Secretary-
Treasurer, and six council members. The
council members serve three-year terms and
we elect two new council members each year.
    This year we are looking for outstanding
council member candidates. We would like
the council election slate to reflect our
membership: academic and practitioners;
people who work in private and public
organizations; and national and international
members. We typically nominate at least four
candidates for the two positions we have open
this year. The members of the society select
from the candidates on the ballot and can vote
for write-in candidates.
       As President-Elect, it is my task to come
up this year’s slate of council candidates. If
you would like to serve, or would like to
nominate someone to serve as a council
member (of course I will confirm the
individual’s desire to serve prior to adding
them to the slate) please contact me at
gregory.parnell@usma.edu or 914-720-3989.

focuses of research.  Even though it is
probably not the case, the world seems
an increasingly risky place, probably
because we are made instantaneously
aware of what happens elsewhere.  But
we have been trained to use analytical
tools to carefully balance risks and
opportunities in the decision process,
and we need to be prepared to help
support and improve decision making
wherever we can.
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Decision Analysis Society
Practice Award

Robin Keller
     The Decision Analysis Society (DAS) of INFORMS is
seeking entries for the fifth annual DAS Practice Award
competition.  The intent of this award is to recognize, promote,
and publicize good decision analysis practice.  It includes a
cash prize of $750 and assistance in getting the work published
in a suitable journal such as Decision Analysis or Interfaces if
the winner so desires.  Previous publication of the work does
not preclude it from consideration for this award.  The winner of
the 2002 Practice Award was Jeff Stonebraker for “Commercial
Evaluation of a Blood Clot-Busting Drug” for Bayer Biological
Products. A paper describing this project is in Interfaces, Vol. 32
(Nov-Dec 2002) Number 6, pp. 77-90.

     The entry requirements are very simple:  Send us a brief two-
page summary describing a recent application of decision
analysis and your involvement in it by July 1, 2003.  This summary
must include sufficient detail for us to evaluate your work for
the competition, but must be no longer than two double-spaced
typewritten pages.  Normally, it should briefly describe the
following:
1) the problem and the client company or agency,
2) the importance of the problem,
3) who in the client organization sponsored the work,
4) who did the work,
5) what methods or models from decision analysis they used,
and how they applied them,
6) what the organization learned,
7) what happened subsequently, especially how the organization
used the results, and
8) what was innovative, especially new techniques or new
insights.

If necessary, some aspects of the application or results may be
disguised to preserve confidentiality, provided that the material
that is disclosed is sufficient.

     A committee including decision analysis practitioners will
evaluate the submissions.  We will select three or four finalists
based on the summaries and on the results of our “interview”
discussions with the analyst and the client.  Evaluation criteria
include a) importance of the problem, b) impact on the client’s
decision making, c) benefits to the client organization, d) use of
decision analysis tools, e) quality of the analysis, and f)
originality.  Please note that a single entry need not score high
on all of these dimensions to be a viable contender.  The winner
will be chosen following presentations by each of the finalists at
a special session (generally the Sunday late afternoon session)
at the Fall INFORMS Meeting in Atlanta (Oct. 19-22, 2003) and
will be announced at the DAS Awards Session (generally the
late afternoon session on Monday) at that meeting.

     Submitters are responsible for obtaining any necessary
company or agency clearances.  All submissions should include
a separate cover page with the name, address, telephone number
and web site (if any) of

1) the submitting decision analyst (specify one person to contact
from an analysis team), and

2) a contact person at the client organization who is
knowledgeable about the work and its impact from a managerial
or user’s (rather than an analyst’s) perspective.

Submissions from external consultants are welcome, but we
encourage consultants to co-author submissions with people
from the client organization where appropriate.

     Membership in DAS (which costs $20 for an INFORMS
member or $30 for a non-INFORMS member, see http://
faculty.fuqua.duke.edu/daweb/damember.htm) is a prerequisite
for the submitting decision analyst to participate in the
competition.

     Please send entries and direct any questions to
L. Robin Keller

Graduate School of Management
University of California, Irvine

350 GSM, Irvine, CA 92697-3125

LRKeller@uci.edu.

INFORMS
Subdivisions Council

Robin Dillon-Merrill

                The Decision Analysis Society is one of seven societies
within the INFORMS organization.  In order to best serve its
societies and other smaller subdivisions, the INFORMS
organization has created a Subdivisions Council.  Greg Parnell,
our Vice-President and President-Elect will serve as the DAS
representative on the Subdivisions Council.  The Subdivisions
Council will hold regular meetings (the first meeting was in
Linthicum, Maryland on January 24-25, 2003).  The first meeting
was to decide upon matters of structure, to determine issues
critical to subdivisions’ vitality and governance, and to conduct
business.
         If you have any issues or concerns regarding the
relationship between our Decision Analysis Society and
INFORMS or between other INFORMS societies and us, please
bring these to Greg’s attention.

European Science Foundation

        The European Science Foundation has launched the
program TED (Towards Electronic Democracy: Interned based
complex decision support) aimed at spreading decision analysis
methods thorugh the web. The program supports workshops,
conferences, research visits and summer schools, until 2006.
Details may be seen at http://bayes.escet.urjc.es/ted. The next
workshop will take place in Madrid (Spain) from May 22nd to
May 24th. The program is chaired by David Rios Insua
(drios@escet.urjc.es) from Rey Juan Carlos University.
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Title: Summary of Decision Analysis
Applications in the Operations Research
Literature, 1990-2001
Authors: Donald L. Keefer, Craig W.
Kirkwood1 Arizona State University and
James L. Corner University of Waikato
Date: November 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: This technical report summarizes
applications of decision analysis that appeared
in major English language operations research
journals and other closely related journals
from 1990 through 2001. The primary
purpose of this report is to provide backup
information for Keefer et al. (in press), which
discusses trends in decision analysis
applications. While this technical report
stands alone, Keefer et al. (in press) provides
analysis that many readers will find useful.

Section 2 of this report summarizes the 86
decision analysis application articles by
application area, while Section 3 lists those
application articles that emphasize specific
methodological and implementation issues,
and Section 4 provides concluding comments.
Table I lists application articles by application
area, while Table II lists the application articles
that emphasize methodological and/or
implementation issues by the specific issue
that is considered. Note that Tables I and II
are identical to Tables II and IV, respectively,
in Keefer et al. (in press). Also, the reference
list at the end of this technical report is
identical to the reference list in that paper,
and therefore it includes some items that are
not discussed in this technical report.

Title: An Empirical Investigation of the
Assumptions of Risk-Value Models
Authors: John Butler The Ohio State
University, James Dyer The University of
Texas, Jianmin Jia The Chinese University
of Hong Kong
Date: July 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: Do subjects make decisions
consistent with risk-value tradeoffs? One
hundred and five undergraduate business
students made risk and preference judgments
about lottery pairs in a series of paper
surveys. The data indicate that the subjects’
responses were consistent with risk
independence and other key assumptions of
risk-value models for both perceived risk and
preference. Support is provided for the risk-
value paradigm popular in finance and
psychology, and some extensions are
considered.

Title: Enabling E-transactions with Multi-
attribute Preference Models
Authors: John Butler The Ohio State
University, James Dyer The University of
Texas, Jianmin Jia The Chinese University
of Hong Kong
Date: January 2003
Status: working paper
Abstract: Why don’t more e-commerce web
sites use multi-attribute preference models to
aid decision makers? Our conjecture is that
consumers have difficulty in specifying the
mental models that capture the complex
relationship that maps preference for
fundamental objectives to preference for
product attributes. This concept is related to
Value Focused Thinking and the concept of
means vs. ends objectives. We outline how
the errors in this process propagate and
impact the ability of attribute models to
capture preference in fundamental objectives.
We also describe existing and potential
applications of multi-attribute preference
models (MAPM) in e-commerce and offers
some guidelines for their implementation.
Here, the focus is on applications of MAPM
models in B2C and B2B web sites, where
preferences of consumers or customers are
assessed for the purpose of identifying
products or services that closely match their
needs.

Title: Optimal Allocation of Resources
for Defense of Simple Series and Parallel
Systems from Determined Adversaries
Authors: Vicki M. Bier and Vinod
Abhichandani, The University of
Wisconsin
Date: January 2003
Status: working paper
Abstract: Managing the risks posed by an
intelligent and adaptable adversary is different
from many other types of risk management.
Thus, risk management in this context is a
problem of game theory rather than decision
theory. In other words, the defender wishes
to choose the optimal strategy for defending
against an optimal attack, and vice versa. In
this paper, we apply game theory to help in
characterizing optimal defensive strategies
against intentional attacks. The results yield
useful insights.

Title: Multiple Experts vs. Multiple
Methods: Combining Correlation
Assessments
Authors: Robert L. Winkler and Robert
T. Clemen, Duke University
Date: November 2002
Status: Forthcoming in Decision Analysis
Abstract: In a decision and risk analysis,
experts may provide subjective probability
distributions that encode their beliefs about
future uncertain events. For continuous
variables, experts often provide these
judgments in the form of quantiles of the
distribution (e.g., 5th, 50th, and 95th
percentiles). Psychologists have shown,
though, that such subjective distributions tend
to be too narrow, representing overconfidence
on the part of the expert. We propose an
approach for modeling and debiasing expert
overconfidence. Based on past performance
data (previous assessments and realizations
for a number of uncertain variables), and using
Bayesian methods to update prior
distributions on the model parameters, we
show how our model can be used to debias
expert probabilities. We develop and
demonstrate both a single-expert model and a
multiple-expert hierarchical model.

Title: Debiasing Expert Overconfidence:
A Bayesian Calibration Model
Authors: Robert T. Clemen and Kenneth
C. Lichtendahl Jr, Duke University
Date: June 2002
Status: working paper

In a decision and risk analysis, experts may
provide subjective probability distributions
that encode their beliefs about future uncertain
events. For continuous variables, experts often
provide these judgments in the form of
quantiles of the distribution (e.g., 5th, 50th,
and 95th percentiles). Psychologists have
shown, though, that such subjective
distributions tend to be too narrow,
representing overconfidence on the part of
the expert. We propose an approach for
modeling and debiasing expert overconfidence.
Based on past performance data (previous
assessments and realizations for a number of
uncertain variables), and using Bayesian
methods to update prior distributions on the
model parameters, we show how our model
can be used to debias expert probabilities. We
develop and demonstrate both a single-expert
model and a multiple-expert hierarchical
model.
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Title: A Generalization Of Pratt-Arrow
Measure To Non-Expected-Utility
Preferences And Inseparable Probability
And Utility
Authors: Robert F. Nau, Duke University
Date: September 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: The Pratt-Arrow measure of local
risk aversion is generalized for the n-
dimensional state-preference model of choice
under uncertainty in which the decision maker
may have inseparable probabilities and
subjective utilities, unobservable stochastic
prior wealth, and/or smooth non-expected-
utility preferences. Local risk aversion is
measured by the matrix of derivatives of the
decision maker’s risk neutral probabilities,
without reference to true subjective
probabilities or riskless wealth positions.
Comparative risk aversion is measured
without requiring agreement on true
probabilities, and decreasing risk aversion is
characterized without reference to riskless
wealth. Risk neutral probabilities and their
derivatives are shown to be sufficient statistics
for approximately optimal investment and
financing decisions in complete markets for
contingent claims.

Title: On the Geometry of Nash Equilibria
and Correlated Equilibria
Authors: Robert F. Nau, Duke University,
Sabrina Gomez Canovas and Pierre
Hansen, Group for Research in Decision
Analysis (GERAD), École des Hautes
Etudes Commerciales and École
Polytechnique de Montréal
Date: December 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: It is well known that that the set of
correlated equilibrium distributions of a
noncooperative game is a convex polyhedron
that includes all the Nash equilibrium
distributions. We demonstrate an elementary
yet surprising result: that the Nash equilibria
must all lie on the surface of the polyhedron.

Title: Uncertainty Aversion With Second-
Order Utilities and Probabilities
Authors: Robert F. Nau, Duke University
Date: December 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: Aversion to uncertainty or
ambiguity, as demonstrated by the Ellsberg
paradox, is most commonly explained by the
hypothesis of kinked indifference curves (i.e.,
non-smooth preferences) induced by the
combination of a unique non-additive
probability measure with a state-independent

cardinal utility function, as in the Choquet
and maxmin expected utility models. This
paper shows that uncertainty aversion can
arise even when the decision maker has smooth
preferences and state-dependent utility, in
which case probabilities and utilities cannot
be uniquely separated. Starting from the state-
preference framework of choice under
uncertainty (rather than Savage’s or
Anscombe-Aumann’s frameworks),
uncertainty aversion is defined and measured
in direct behavioral terms without reference
to probabilistic beliefs or consequences with
state-independent utility. A simple axiomatic
model of “partially separable” non-expected
utility preferences is presented, in which the
decision maker satisfies the independence
axiom selectively within partitions of the state
space whose elements have similar degrees of
uncertainty. As such, she may behave like an
expected-utility maximizer with respect to
assets in the same uncertainty class, while
exhibiting higher degrees of risk aversion
toward assets that are more uncertain. An
alternative interpretation of the same model
is that the decision maker may be uncertain
about her credal state (represented by second-
order probabilities for her first-order
probabilities and utilities), and she may be
averse to that uncertainty (represented by a
second-order utility function). The model is
shown to be able to account for both the
Ellsberg and Allais paradoxes

Title: The Shape of Incomplete
Preferences
Authors: Robert F. Nau, Duke University
Date: January 2003
Status: working paper
Abstract: The emergence of robustness as an
important consideration in Bayesian
statistical models has led to a renewed interest
in normative models of incomplete preference
orders represented by indeterminate (set-
valued) probabilities and utilities. This paper
presents a simple axiomatization of incomplete
preferences and characterizes the shape of
their representing sets of probabilities and
utilities. Deletion of the completeness
assumption from the axiom system of
Anscombe and Aumann yields preferences
represented by a convex set of state-
dependent expected utilities, of which at least
one must be a probability/utility pair. A
strengthening of the state-independence axiom
is needed to obtain representation purely in
terms of probability/utility pairs.
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Title: An Examination of Risk and
Ambiguity Aversion in Decisions Made
by Dyads
Authors: L. Robin Keller University of
California, Irvine, Rakesh K. Sarin
University of California, Los Angeles, and
Jayavel Sounderpandian University of
Wisconsin-Parkside
Date: February 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: Ambiguity aversion has been
widely observed in individuals’ judgments.
Using scenarios that are typical in decision
analysis, we investigate ambiguity aversion
for pairs of individuals. We examine risky and
cautious shifts from individuals’ original
judgments to their judgments when they are
paired up in dyads. In our experiment the
participants were first asked to specify
individually their willingness-to-pay for six
monetary gambles. They were then paired at
random into dyads, and were asked to specify
their willingness-to-pay amount for the same
gambles. The dyad’s willingness-to-pay
amount was to be shared equally by the two
individuals. Of the six gambles in our
experiment, one involved no ambiguity and
the remaining five involved ambiguity with
different degrees of familiarity. We found that
dyads exhibited both risk aversion as well as
ambiguity aversion. Further, when facing
ambiguity, dyads’ willingness-to-pay amounts
are sometimes more and sometimes less than
the average paid by the individuals making up
the dyad. The majority of the dyads exhibited
a cautious shift in the face of ambiguity, stating
a smaller willingness-to-pay than the two
individuals’ average. Our study thus confirms
the persistence of ambiguity aversion in a
group setting and the predominance of cautious
shifts for dyads.

Title: Decision Analysis and Rational
Judgment: Structuring Knowledge,
Values And Choice (preface to book)
Authors: Rex Brown George Mason
Universtiy
Date: February 2002
Status: working paper
Abstract: This is a primary text for a self-
sufficient course on decision analysis
technique applied to public and private
practical choices. The major intended user is
the professional decision-maker, who wishes
to make—or to recommend—sound decisions,
and to communicate them effectively (say, as
a middle manager or support staff.). This
course can also be readily adapted to improve
the personal decision skills of lay individuals
(say, liberal arts majors) ....

Title: How “Decison Aid” Can Mislead
Deciders Due to Conflicts of Interest
Authors: Rex Brown George Mason
Universtiy
Date: January 2003
Status: Under Revision for Interfaces
Abstract: Quantitative aids often squander
their potential to improve decisions. The logic
of an aid may be sound enough, but if it fails
other essential tests of usefulness (such as
sound input and appropriate output) a trusting
decider can be worse off than before. One
major reason for the failures is that the aider’s
priorities may conflict with the decider’s. The
aid may employ models of little use, because
they are tractable and interesting. It may
disregard important knowledge, because it
cannot be validated. It may make unrealistic
assumptions, because they are convenient.
The decider may have to take control of the
aiding process to protect his interests; by
specifying what the aid is to do, by checking
the assumptions it is based on, and by
directing how it is to be used. The argument is
illustrated with examples drawn from
extensive consulting.

Title: Logic and Motivation in Risk
Reserach: A Nuclear Waste Test Case
Authors: Rex Brown George Mason
Universtiy
Date: January 2003
Status: Under Review
Abstract: After two decades of wasteful
investigation, federal approval of a nuclear
waste site is drawing to a close. Large-scale
research to assure that major hazards such as
this are socially acceptable is often highly
inefficient. A regulatory remedy is to require,
not only that risk assessment based on current
knowledge be acceptable, but also that new
information would not show it to be
unacceptable. Most important, research to
test regulatory compliance has to be managed
cost-effectively. This calls for an explicit and
enforceable discipline on research activities
that can resist powerful conflicting interests.
A procedure is proposed that

• Sets targets for the first and
second-order assessment of
contributing risks,
• Allocates research resources to
close any gap between current and
target assessments cost-effectively,
and
• Re-allocates resources, as evidence
evolves.

The perspectives of license applicant and
society are distinguished. The argument is
based on consulting to nuclear waste and other
senior risk managers.

Title: Toward a Consensus on Decision
Aiding Language and Concepts
Authors: Rex Brown George Mason
Universtiy
Date: January 2003
Status: Working Paper
Abstract: Paper discusses Ron Howard’s
comments and suggestions for standardizing
decision aiding terms. In particular, it
addresses defects in common practice from
the perpective of convenience and accuracy
in communication between aiders and decision
makers, and proposes solutions.

Title: Including Technical and Security
Risks in the Development of Information
Systems: A Programmatic Risk
Management Model
Authors: Robin Dillon-Merrill
Georgetown Universtiy and Elisabeth
Pate-Cornell, Stanford University
Date: January 2003
Status: Working Paper
Abstract: Security is increasingly becoming a
critical focus in information systems projects.
With more networks, mobility, and
telecommuting, there is an increased need for
an assessment of the technical and security
risks. These risks if realized can have
devastating impacts: interruptions of service,
data theft or corruption, embezzlement and
fraud, and compromised customer privacy.
The software risk assessment literature (for
example, Schmidt et al., 2001, Barki et al.,
2001, and Lyytinen et al., 1998) has focused
primarily on managerial or development risks.
With the increasing focus on technical and
security risks, theoretical risk models need to
be developed that can provide a framework
for assessing and managing the critical
technical and security risk factors in
conjunction with the managerial and
development risks. This research seeks to
model this problem by extending risk models
originally developed for large-scale engineering
systems.

Title: Javelin Diagrams: A Graphical Tool
for Probabilistic Sensitivity Analysis
Authors: James C. Felli Eli Lily and
Gordon B. Hazen Northwestern
University
Date: December 2002
Status: Working Paper
Abstract: In order to demonstrate post- hoc
robustness of decision problems to parameter
estimates, analysts may conduct a
probabilistic sensitivity analysis, assigning
distributions to uncertain parameters and
computing the probability of decision change.
In contrast to classical threshold proximity
methods of sensitivity analysis, no appealing
graphical methods are available to present the

Page 5
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results of a probabilistic sensitivity analysis.
Here we introduce an analog of tornado
diagrams for probabilistic sensitivity analysis,
which we call javelin diagrams. Javelin
diagrams are graphical augmentations of
tornado diagrams displaying both the
probability of decision change and the
information value associated with individual
parameters or parameter sets. We construct
javelin diagrams for simple problems, discuss
their properties, and illustrate their realistic
application via a probabilistic sensitivity
analysis of a seven-parameter decision
analysis from the medical literature.

Title: Multiattribute Structure for QALYs
Authors: Gordon B. Hazen Northwestern
University
Date: January 2003
Status: Working Paper
Abstract: Health status is inherently a multi-
attribute construct. We examine multiattribute
utility decompositions for the quality-
adjusted life year (QALY) utility model
commonly employed in medical decision and
cost-effectiveness analyses. We consider
several independence conditions on
preference, including the classical notions of
preferential independence and utility
independence, as well as new related notions
of standard-gamble independence and time-
tradeoff independence. The latter conditions
are helpful in simplifying standard-gamble
utility assessment procedures and time-
tradeoff assessment procedures in the presence
of multiple health attribtues.

Title: A New Perspective on Multiple
Internal Rates of Return
Authors: Gordon B. Hazen Northwestern
University
Date: June2002
Status: Working Paper
Abstract: The most commonly cited
drawback to using the internal rate of return
to evaluate deterministic cash flow streams is
the possibility of multiple conflicting internal
rates, or no internal rate at all. We claim,
however, that contrary to current consensus,
multiple or nonexistent internal rates are not
contradictory, meaningless or invalid as rates
of return. There is, moreover, no need to
carefully examine a cash flow stream to rule
out the possibility of multiple internal rates,
or to throw out or ignore “unreasonable” rates.
What we show is that when there are multiple
(or even complex- valued) internal rates, each
has a meaningful interpretation as a rate of
return on its own underlying investment
stream. It does not matter which rate is used
to accept or reject the cash flow stream, as
long as one identifies the underlying
investment stream as a net investment or net
borrowing. When we say it does not matter
which rate is used, we mean that regardless of
which rate is chosen, the cash-flow acceptance
or rejection decision will be the same, and
consistent with net present value.
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          Every month or so Tom Spradlin
publishes a white paper on a decision analysis
topic.  Below is his latest.  Contact him at
confidentchoices@indy.rr.com for more
information or to receive these papers
regularly.

Evaluating Decisions
        Those of us who have thought more
than just a little about decisions are aware
of the hazards of judging a decision by
its outcome.  Only one person out of a
zillion wins the lottery, but all made the
identical decision to buy the lottery ticket
in the first place.  We know, of course,
that the outcome is related to the decision,
and that’s why we focus on trying to make
good decisions, but we have to remind
ourselves repeatedly that the connection
between decision and outcome is not as
tight as we might like.
        The world of sports provides a rich
reservoir of metaphors that are easy to
call to mind.  We applaud the baseball
team’s manager when he brings in the
team’s “stopper” from the bullpen in the
ninth inning to preserve a narrow lead,
then we go home heartbroken when the
stopper experiences one of his rare
failures.  If only he had left that other
pitcher in the game, we moan.  Or we
grimace and shout “Oh no!” when our
favorite point guard shoots an off-
balance, hurried 3-point shot, then
breathe a sigh of relief when it gets
nothing but net.  “Never a doubt,” we
joke to the guy sitting next to us.
        In cases like this it is pretty easy to
distinguish the action from the outcome,
and we nod sagely that yes, we
understand and appreciate that
distinction.  In many walks of life,
however, our judgment is less astute.  In
general, it’s really difficult to assess to
what degree an outcome is the result of
the decision leading to it and what was
the contribution of luck.  Would our
public assistance system be simpler if we
could separate the needy into two groups,
those who are just plain unlucky, and
those who make repeatedly bad choices?
You bet it would be nice, but you can’t
do it reliably.
        So we need to evaluate decisions in
such a way that the evaluation recognizes
correctly the role of luck, good or bad.  I
think there have been a number of
methods suggested, and I don’t intend
to go into those, but I would like to
mention a couple of features that I think
any such method needs to possess.
        First, since good or bad fortune can
distort our evaluation, we should strive

Tom Spradlin to remove that element, and the best way
to do that is to evaluate the decision
before luck has the chance to operate.
That is, the best time to evaluate a
decision is immediately when it is made.
If we are careful to do our evaluation
immediately, we will never be tempted to
let the outcome influence our judgment
as to the quality of the decision.
        Immediate evaluation has benefits
other than removal of the element of luck.
First, since the decision has just newly
been reached, it is relatively simple to
reconstruct exactly how it happened.  If
you believe, as I do, that a decision
derives its quality from the process used
to make it, then a good evaluation
requires a thorough understanding of the
process actually used.  Also, when we
permit time to elapse between decision
and evaluation, it is easy to forget what
information we had at decision time and
what information became available later.
Particularly in complex activities with long
time horizons, such as drug development,
it can be difficult to reconstruct what
information became available when.
         The second indispensable feature
of a good decision evaluation actually
follows from the first.  If you subscribe to
the notion that a decision process should
be evaluated immediately, then you must
also believe that the decision maker
cannot be the evaluator.  If the decision
maker evaluates a decision that he has
just made, how could he pronounce it
anything other than good?  If he doesn’t
believe it to be good, then he can change
it while there is still time!
       Many of our decisions aren’t of
enough importance to deserve detailed
quality evaluation.  And even if they are,
often there is no other stakeholder with
enough interest in it to evaluate it
dispassionately and in detail.  Some of us
have the good fortune that decision
evaluation is a part of our jobs, and that
is a wonderful situation because of the
improvement opportunity it affords.
        We are all affected by countless
decisions made on our behalf by the
leaders of our society.  And we pass
judgment on their decision making
abilities because we want leaders who are
good at it, and because we have decisions
to make ourselves.  In large part, we help
to choose our leaders, and we have an
interest that they use good decision
process for the important choices that
they make.  As I write this, world leaders
are making choices of great consequence
in the face of uncertainty.  I urge all of us
be wary of the traps that can befall us in
thinking about the quality of those
choices.

Confident Choices
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Answers to Items from Previous Issue DAS Council
Jayavel Sounderpandian

1. Four Letter Words

(a). Scott Cantor sent in the following solution which is what I had in mind: TEAM,
REAM, TRAM, TERM and TEAR.

(b). Scott Cantor sent in the following answers: TONS, EONS, TENS, TOES, and TONE.
I had thought of: DONS, EONS, DENS, DOES and DONE.

2. Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary

          Scott Cantor and Wynship Hillier sent in correct solutions.  Here is my version of
the solution:

(a) and (b). Consider a lone red rose at position zero and number the positions +1, +2, …
in one direction and –1, −2 , … along the opposite direction.  Induction shows that after
2x days (x ≥ 0), only the roses at position +2x and −2x will be red.  Reverting to a circular
arrangement of roses, we note that these two positions will be one and the same if there
are 2x+1 positions along the circle.  In that case, the rose at that position becomes white.
Thus, a lone red rose will make all roses white if and only if the number of positions is of
the form 2x for some natural number x.

We have considered the effect of a lone red rose only; we need to consider more
than one red rose.  Let a white rose be represented by 0 and a red rose by 1.  Assume, for
the nonce, that there are an infinite number of roses along a straight line.  We note that
the effect of two red roses on a rose at another position on a future day is additive where
the addition is performed modulo 2.  This operation is associative and therefore the
effect of more than two red roses can be analyzed taking two at a time.  The induction
result makes it clear that two red roses can result in all white if and only if they are at
diametrically opposite positions of a circle with 2x positions.  (The roses turn all white
after 2x-2 days.)

Thus, with 16 positions, all roses will be white after at most 8 days; with n
positions, where n = 2x for some natural number x, all roses will be white after at most n/
2 days.  If n ≠ 2x for some natural number x, a lone red rose at any position is sufficient to
keep some rose(s) red at all times.

[I composed this puzzle inspired by a somewhat similar puzzle I read in Math Horizon.]

3. Cryptic Crossword

Scott Cantor sent in complete solution.  The answers are:

Across Down
1. MARGINAL UTILITY 1. MILESTONES
8. LASED 2. RISK-AVERSE
9. ENDS 3. INDIAN STAMPS
10. FEAR 4. AGENT
12. SPA 5. UNDECIDED
13. AUTOCRAT 6. IDEA
16. OPEN SET 7. YARD
18. DIALECT 11. SAVAGE AXIOMS
19. ENSNARE 14. DESIDERATA
20. DIETING 15. STIGMATIZE
21. APPENDIX 17. THE RECORD
23. ERA 22. DEMUR
26. ORAL 24. FOCI
27. NORM 25. CASH
28. OMANI
29. IN HAUSDORF SPACE (Scott pointed out that there are two F’s in
Hausdorff.)
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The Provocative Page

      Please e-mail (sounderp@uwp.edu)
your answers before August 1, 2003.
Names of all those who submit correct
answers will be mentioned in the next
issue (August 2003).

Jayavel Sounderpandian

1. Simple Arithmetic

(a) Solve the cryptogram: 

TOTGS YODEL LIQID YUVIL

TAHGS GXHII PXOWX, GXHII

GOYIL IORXG UCCIC, PAEBC

IKEUB LONGS LIQID.
Hint: The five vowels have been coded into the
same five letters in a different order.

(b) Compose a brief text, one or two
sentences, using only five-letter words
and send it in.  I shall publish all the good
ones.

2. Vingt et un I
     Accidentally dropping a few dice on
the floor, I did some quick addition and
said, “I threw a 21.”
     My cousin, who was sitting nearby,
quipped, “I can arrange the dice in two
groups such that both groups show the
same total.”
     That surprised me because my
cousin is totally blind! I replied, “But
you don’t even know how many dice
there are.”
     He said, “I don’t need to.”
     How does he intend to arrange the
dice?

3. Vingt et un II
     Alice and Bob toss a fair coin to see
who gets more heads.  Alice tosses it 20
times and Bob 21 times.  Bob wins iff he
gets strictly more heads than Alice does.
What is the probability that he wins?

4. Vingt et un III

     Twenty-one gamblers are waiting in
line at the gate to a casino, wanting to
play, what else, blackjack. The entrance
fee is $1 per person. Waiting is no fun. To
liven things up, the owner of the casino
offers them the following gamble. Each
gambler is to toss a (fair) coin.  If it is
heads he enters for free; else he must pay
$1 and toss the coin again. He would
continue in this manner paying $1 for each
tails outcome until the toss comes up
heads, at which point he can enter the
casino.

        Attracted by the chance of getting
in for free with heads on the first toss, all
the gamblers agree to this process. What
is the probability that altogether they pay
less than $21 to get in (and thus
collectively profit from the gamble)?

5. Vingt et un IV

     You have 21 L-shaped tiles, each made
of three squares, using which you have
to cover 63 of the 64 squares on a
chessboard leaving open one square.
Prove that you can  cover the board
leaving open any desired square on the
board.

Tile

Chessboard

Doodling space


